Congratulations

Congratulations from CEIBS MBA 2017 Class
甘田, 严峻, 于淼, 袁亦方, 翟鸿宾, 周子瑞, 陆高, 邵其瑞, 孙牧宇, 吴海霞, 张
杨, 李文心, 王琳, 何冠, 姜之帆, 李哲, 肖笛, 张驰, 孙艺桓, 李潇潇, 刘念, 刘宁,
张 友, 祝阳, 彭继霆, 陈洁, 李万友, 唐锦, 王莹, 徐碧野, 杨成, 杨谨聪, 麦炜珩,
裴玉 剑, 邵禹铭, 盛圆圆, 肖波, 徐颖, 朱亦敏, 应俊, 卜冠华, 高利民, 马伟强, 赵
丹儒, 朱谷, 陈婧, 陈一丹, 高寒, 江訢华, 李梦平, 梁聪颖, 张继伟, 张巍, 周丽萍,
李培 强, 梁佳毅, 毛旻, 穆佩蕾, 裴晓峰, 汪浚喆, 陈灵珊, 方舟, 黄恂怡, 黄一凡,
SHEN Han, 王琨, 甄永强, 林文进, 戚文佳, Jesse MILLER, Olga GREVTSEVA,
Hwanhee LEE, 熊婷婷, 萧妃如, 何艳, Urs Ralph CASAGRANDE, 潘狄舜, 陆昱
彤, 杨永 寿, 翟莉花, 董佳, Dhiraj Kumar DAS, 石磊, 陈哲, Frank ZHENG,
Arie FASMAN, 朱雅丽, Aldenizio Santos BEZERRA, 李可嘉, 刘伟, 朱颖, 唐嘉
航, 张进武, 林弈 圻, Mohit JUNEJA, 张笑宇, 王淳玮, 庄小祥, 林于平, 祝俪文,
文江南, 赵逸轩, Sai Cheng Chu, Lara Isabelle DEUTSCH, Rapisa
TRAKULROONG, 韩西 沁, Vitid ASSAVARUT, Harrison Hang Xue,
Amit JANGIR, Jeaseung RYU, Sneha Shikta DAS.

Congratulations from CEIBS MBA 2018 Class
殳浩丞, 边源, 陈凤娇, 陈敏, 陈首智, 陈维, 陈伟, 陈威全, 崔奕, 戴泽沁, 杜 鑫,
段志杰, 范丽, 冯导, 高晶, 郭志诚, 侯琢, 洪渝雯, 趙珣彣, 江山, 靳晶晶, 康 瑛,
李沫, 林静霄, 林霖, 刘冰清, 刘卓, 陆晓莹, 吕芳, 马路恒, 毛天娇, 庞凝择, 庞瑜
萍, 邱怡, 宋珏, 唐克家, 佟维, 曾琪轩, 王美评, 王硕, 王晓丹, 王寅寅, Chen WU,
吴乾, 肖海, 许坤, 杨浩翔, 杨柳青青, 姚屾, 叶滨, 游乐, 尤琪, 于立新, 曾嘉 佳,
张晨曦, 张晶, 张心书, 赵佳, 赵锐, 钟秋, 周婧, 周礼, 周茜, 朱慧尧, 朱坤杰, 朱
颖, Dennis Allen BRIDGEFORTH, Akshara AJITH, Won Kyun CHANG, 陈嘉
敏, CHEN Mo, Abhishek CHHABRIA, Jaehwan CHOI, Josephine DUAN, 甘 珏
旻, Hareesh GANAPATHY, HE Yunan, 洪佳琪, 贾非, 蒋俊杰, Andrew Jang
KIM, Bo Ram LEE, 李 鑫 锢, Niraj LUNAWAT, Anukrit MAHAJAN, Swati
MISHRA, Gary Kwanyi NG, Jacquerine Ruo Qi ONG, 潘莹莹, Rucy
Ruoqi PENG, Chavanus RATTANAVIJITCHAI, 任义, Rituraj SHAILENDRA,
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佘庆媛, 司洋, 万琉方, 徐嘉 骏, 杨柳青, 于立新, 于雯, 张明昊, 张文强,
Lei Ming, Xishui Wen.

Congratulations from CEIBS EMBA 2013 Class
雷运清, 郑继华, 吴建钢, 蒋胜力, 李沛泓, 沈寅, 赵晓宇, 樊雪莲, 李宝令, 刘 志
坚, 束龙胜, 温松英, 吴大星, 徐强, 许星, 张宏俊, 张涛, 孙萌, 林育民, 张策, 张
琳, 莫维立, 钱俊雄, 张怡, 王小刚, 李淑君, 孟金强, 张楠, 刘瑾雯, 杨杰, 张江霖,
张铁人, 赵玉华, 邹继荣, 李丽, 刘光宇, 周海峰, 朱天聆, 陈奕鹏, 汪峥嵘, 王更,
香 允豪, 金卫东, 赖超辉, 彭钦文, 邱勇强, 杨华雨, 刘强, 陈继娟, 韩振亚, 吕克,
沈弘 磊, 沈天诗, 许冰.

Congratulations from CEIBS EMBA 2014 Class
欧军辉, 吴文新, 陈肖宇, 李益峰, 吴海英, 夏宜, 张扬, 关翠微, 侯光军, 黄 锋, 黄
磊, 王新, 崔乃荣, 董战略, 季玮, 丁小博, 范若晗, 李琦, 连敏玲, 刘武东, 潘 建
平, 王伟力, 张俊, 张华伟, 赵晨海, 李婴, 杨冰, 张彦高, 夏海通, 朱琰, 郭军, 李
楠, 杨永刚, 张宇, 韩光, 李环燕, 谢军雄, 周博, 朱继军, 黄焕强, 蒋学东, 李增榜,
郑振江, 周聪.

Congratulations from CEIBS EMBA 2015 Class
朴春旭, 曾熙, 秦忆, 顾斌, 师颖, 吴艳, 张育绮, 程力, 陈福炜, 冯欣, 傅正兵, 龚
睿, 顾首岳, 贺欣浩, 冷兆武, 周迪永, 白昊, 陈礼标, 樊华良, 桂蓉蓉, 罗杰华, 钱
秉真, 宋鸿羽, 夏丽君, 徐本增, 徐春枫, 张建忠, 陈建新, 陈旻, 陈薛, 杜成进, 黄
静怡, 刘育良(刘悦), 陆建辉, 沈晓彦, 吴蕾萍, 武良军, 徐恒, 叶弢, 于庆春, 郭洪
源, 李莹, 牛志贵, 杨海坤, 赵尔迪, 郑静, 朱明, 范俪琼, 胡建平, 亢腾, 李翼成,
祁 林, 曹永强, 冯超兰, 葛珊, 何宽华, 胡龙润, 李景武, 李向东, 宋晓冬, 谢浩森,
张洁.

Congratulations from CEIBS FMBA 2013 Class
赵湘怀, 陈秋实, 方侃, 冯俐锋, 侯敏, 蒋岚雷, 蒋惟怡, 李菁, 刘海涛, 罗琤, 苗根,
丘剑, 寿筱雯, 王威, 文嘉, 翁博涵, 吴一丁, 熊靖宇, 杨洁, 杨慎筠, 俞艇, 张 冰
岩, 张娴, 张正中, 赵文杰, 郑文洁, 周杨彬, 邹剑平, 戴艳阳, 顾华园, 顾鸣杰, 管
瑞麟, 郝然, 黄芳, 黄谷丰, 金圣伟, 李骏, 林剑斌, 牛彦红, 邵栋伟, 徐佳圆, 徐嘉
宁, 杨磊, 尹映, 张耕悦, 张扬, 钟小琦.
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Congratulations from CEIBS FMBA 2014 Class
刘兴宇, 冯一峰, 王玉, 陈蓁蓁, 汪沙地, 徐淑红, 周琪, 朱超尘, 李铁铮, 崔恒 磊,
冯昊俊, 顾培艺, 顾贤斌, 赖永华, 蓝海平, 刘毅, 欧阳平, 潘跃双, 钱俊, 唐京 燕,
王洲, 吴天呈, 杨锐, 杨晓, 赵元章, 郑婷婷, 常小庆, 李健, 李宁, 茹雯燕, 汪一
帆, 谢衡, 徐麟, 薛晓明, 杨叶, 喻恺, 张浩, 赵甜.

Congratulations from CEIBS Smart Healthcare Entrepreneurial
Program 2016 Class
曹白燕, 陈懿玮, 狄峰, 丁海波, 冯韩, 郭慧, 韩振亚, 韩志毅, 侯占军, 胡永 卫, 姜
慧霞, 焦强, 揭业冰, 荆杰, 鞠悦, 雷晓兵, 李洪波, 李强, 李伟, 李永刚, 李宇 欣,
李直, 刘潇潇, 刘学, 陆乐, 罗莉丽, 马今, 闵磊, 彭徳镇, 邱铭, 沈波, 孙昊, 覃兴
炯, 唐元新, 王群, 王兴维, 王喆, 王正平, 卫俊雅, 邢科春, 徐超, 许逸, 阎红慧,
杨 国平, 杨羚, 虞奇峰, 郁国建, 翟靖波, 张以靖, 郑维义, 周际, 周勇, 朱函仪.

Congratulations from CEIBS Smart Healthcare Entrepreneurial
Program 2017 Class
曾金雄, 陈钢, 陈奇锐, 陈瑶, 陈宜顶, 陈兆先, 崔鹏, 崔亚丽, 戴珅懿, 戴征, 董小
蒙, 杜明, 范志强, 冯纲, 侯军, 赖华, 李成君, 李飞, 李红岩, 李江明, 李群智, 林
静, 刘鹏, 刘佳, 刘希东, 刘熙华, 刘弋青, 卢戌, 米志宾, 欧淑芳, 潘加奎, 潘学
才, 秦金平, 阮正泉, 桑墒, 邵源, 孙辉, 孙延, 孙颖丽, 塔尔盖, 唐堂, 唐昕, 王小
明, 王学兴, 王振涛, 吴东方, 吴诗展, 伍建萍, 姚秉伟, 姚志华, 袁峰, 张丹, 张强,
张志 强, 赵松青, 郑涵文, 周亚池, 朱国苗.

Congratulations
Zhu Yang and other 110 participants from the CEIBS MBA 2017
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Zeng Jiajia and other 103 participants from the CEIBS MBA 2018
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Fan Xuelian and other 53 participants from the CEIBS EMBA 2013
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Lian Minling and other 43 participants from the CEIBS EMBA 2014
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Hu jianping and other 61 participants from the CEIBS EMBA 2015
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Xu jianing and other 46 participants from the CEIBS FMBA 2013
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.

Cohort
Cohort
Cohort
Cohort
Cohort
Cohort
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Zhao Tian and other 37 participants from the CEIBS FMBA 2014 Cohort
congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his newly released book.
Zhang Yijing and other 52 participants from the 2016 Cohort of the CEIBS
Smart Healthcare Entrepreneurial Program congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming
on his newly released book.
Cui Peng and other 57 participants from the 2017 Cohort of the CEIBS Smart
Healthcare Entrepreneurial Program congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his
newly released book.
Zhang Feng and other 61 participants from the 2018 Cohort of the CEIBS Smart
Healthcare Entrepreneurial Program congratulated Professor Zhu Xiaoming on his
newly released book.

Postscript

Professor Zhu Xiaoming, CEIBS
It has been seven years since I started lecturing at CEIBS in 2011. I hope to take
this opportunity to share with readers a few of my reflections on teaching.
1. Digitalize Course Content
I began to deliver courses on the digital economy for MBA, EMBA, Financial MBA
(FMBA), Execution Education (EE) and Smart Healthcare Startup Programme (SHSP)
students at CEIBS in 2011. All of these courses, including Digital Learning (2011–
2015), Digital Healthcare (2012, 2013), Digital Finance & Inclusive Finance, Digital
Finance (2013, 2014, 2015), CEIBS Smart Healthcare Startup Programme (2016, 2017)
and Trends and Innovation (2014–2017), focus on digital technology and the digital
economy, and tentatively combine traditional economics and management theories with
theoretical research on the digital economy (e.g., the ten sub-frameworks depicted in the
Introduction of the book). Over these years, these collisions between classical theories
and cutting-edge experiments have brought much delight and inspiration to the students
and me, as well as to guest speakers invited to our classes.
The Trends and Innovation course tailored for FMBA students was launched in
2013. In today’s fast changing digital world, students from the ﬁnancial sector
cannot achieve personal development if they ignore the digital transformation, and
they won’t find the right path to transformation if they give up innovation. My
classes are designed to help students grasp the fundamental business trends of the
digital era and seize opportunities for innovation. Highlighting the theoretical
framework and technological roadmap of “choosing the right innovation at the right
time”, I work to inspire students to achieve digital and Internet innovation, start
their own businesses and foster new business models.
As innovative technologies, including big data and IoT, have achieved material
progress and have been put to practical use, smart healthcare has become a key
theme of the times. When CEIBS launched its SHSP in 2015, I was invited to serve
as Programme Director and Founding Academic Director for the programme. As a
non-medical professional I needed cross into a new realm in tackling programme
design and development. I investigated more than ten 3A hospitals across China,
© Shanghai Jiao Tong University Press and Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2019
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made on-site visits to multiple world-leading healthcare enterprises and invited a
select group of experts to serve as guest speakers. Offering both cutting-edge
content and insights from experts, prominent academicians and industry leaders, the
program has been well received in the ﬁeld.
Focusing on the “digital economy”, CEIBS SHSP explores the most advanced
digital medical treatment techniques and the digitalization of medical services,
addressing topics such as “the cloud hospital”, which integrates cloud computing,
IoT and big data, and personal health records and personalized medicine on the
basis of data sharing. Both my students and I are deeply impressed by the prospects
of the medical sector in the era of the digital economy: a time when mobile
healthcare is on the rise, precision medicine continues to unfold, and healthcare
moves toward greater accessibility.
During my tenure as CEIBS President from 2006 to 2015, there was a long time
during which I worked as president during the day, prepared lessons at night and gave
lectures per the school’s curriculum. My weekends were occupied by investigations
and holidays by book writing. From 2011 to 2017, I produced some 400 PowerPoint
presentations and keynote speeches (on lean compilation, personalized services,
customized teaching materials, and digital delivery) and about 20 cases. Sometimes
students would ask questions: “Prof. Zhu, what’s your secret recipe for keeping up
with current knowledge?” “How do you manage to prepare customized teaching
materials for students in different programmes?” “How do you update your teaching
cases so quickly?” I always gave the same answer: there are no shortcuts in learning,
only diligence and dedication. The ancient Chinese idioms wei bian san jue1 and pa
Postscript Leveraging Digitalized Tools to Prepare and Deliver the Executive
Programs shu ti jue2 describe the desired virtues a learner should show in acquiring
and passing on knowledge. In today’s digital world, it is actually much easier to be a
good student. Below are a few additional thoughts.
2. Digitalize Course Preparation
Digital technology, when used wisely, enables quick searching, precise comparison
and efﬁcient collection; digital software facilitates fast documentation, accurate
analysis and effective integration. I sum up the following experience from the past
seven years of teaching work:
(1) In the Digital Learning class, I urged students to revise their learning
approaches by applying digital software to deliver enhanced learning efﬁciency. The classroom experience was improved with various interactive
activities. I’ve heard that many participants from the FMBA 2014 and 2015

Wei bian san jue: a saying that means “to study diligently”. Literally: “The leather binding (of the
bamboo scroll) has broken three times.” This idiom originates from the Records of the Grand
Historian, describing how Confucius had read the Book of Changes so much that the leather
chords binding the bamboo slats broke again and again.

1

2

Pa shu ti jue: originating from the History of the Song Dynasty, this saying in essence means that
one should “sort the wheat [i.e., true wisdom] from the chaff” in the pursuit of knowledge.
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classes are still using these digital tools to share knowledge in group chats on
WeChat. Which technologies are worth trying? My favorite tools are as follows: in general, I will use a combination of multiple Apps, such as Mindnode,
iMovie and Final Cut Pro, to prepare customized teaching materials and
produce visual cases; I use Quick Graph to offer a vivid 3D representation of
mathematical models; I apply 3Ds Max to produce and elaborate on the Six
Forces of corporate competitiveness, and develop the seven-base-point three
dimensional model to address the development of precision medicine; I use
Zen Brush to help foreign students appreciate Chinese calligraphy; I use
wireless projectors and wireless audio and video transmission technology to
add convenience, vitality and a greater variety of interactive activities in class.
(2) In 2016, CEIBS took the lead among Chinese business schools in applying
iFlytek’s voice recognition technology to the school’s teaching activities. When
delivering the SHSP in December 2016, I invited a renowned professor of Peking
University to give a long-distance lecture to our students in Shanghai via the
Conference System. The spoken messages from the professor were immediately
transformed into visual text on the screen in the classroom. I tried iFlytek’s Instant
Voice Translator when giving lectures to the EMBA participants in 2017. My
words were instantly translated into English and displayed on the screen in the
classroom. iFlytek’s products can help remove barriers to cross-linguistic communication and smooth the classroom activities of international schools.
(3) In addition to voice recognition, image recognition is also an important
technology in today’s teaching reforms. CEIBS-Jinqiao Digital and Smart
Learning Centre (ACIV-103), located in the school’s new academic centre on
the Phase III Shanghai campus, boasts state-of-the-art multimedia technologies. The Oblong system, for example, can enable gesture control of audio and
visual media. According to the system supplier, as of June 2017, only two
universities around the globe were adopters of this system—Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and CEIBS. About a hundred sensors are
placed on the classroom ceiling to capture ultrasonic positioning data on site.
During classroom discussion, the instructor can use the gesture control system
to have enormous data around the subject matters under discussion shown on
the three projection screens and three additional high deﬁnition screens in the
classroom. I used these technologies when teaching the CEIBS EMBA programme (March 18–19, 2017), SHSP programme (April 14–16 and December
9–10, 2017) and MBA programme (May 21, June 4 and July 2–3, 2017) and
saw how fast page browsing, multi-screen image displaying, swift video
switching for different discussion groups, and other tools could greatly enrich
classroom interaction. Students from all over the world can see ﬁrsthand how
any gaps in digital technology between Chinese schools and top-tier international schools have nearly evaporated. Since being put into operation,
CEIBS-Jinqiao Digital and Smart Learning Centre (ACIV-103) has performed
admirably and become a paragon of digital learning at CEIBS. It has also
attracted many Chinese and foreign universities and enterprises hoping to
learn from the success at CEIBS. Some students have also shown great interest
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in applying the digital and smart software and hardware to their own businesses to coordinate internal office work and facilitate marketing efforts.
In the era of the digital economy, practitioners in education can explore ways to
use digital technology to enhance what they teach and how they teach. Without a
doubt, digital technologies will become an irreplaceable source of competitiveness
for high-quality teaching.

